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PROPOSAL FOR THE NEXT HELSINKI 2015:

Checkpoint Helsinki Satellite
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A solar mirror satellite project to create a constant ray
of light from space; a monument for Helsinki.

Ziggy Stardust

Using mirrors in satellites to produce either light for cities (Russian ”Znamya”
experiments) or solar energy (At least Nasa and Japanese Jaxa are at the
moment having serious projects on this) is existing technology.
I would like to use satellite technology to create an impressive and unique light
monument for the dark times in Helsinki.
The mirrors in the satellite could be focused to create a ca. 5 meter sized cross
pattern, which I would like to call ”Checkpoint Helsinki”, even if there is an other
project with the same name and similar logo, but with permission from that
organisation.
So everyone could see where we are, even from the skies.
Exact steady focus on any specific location may be technically difficult but
certainly not impossible. Nowadays there are even commercial satellite camera
services available with possibility to focus & zoom to any and very precise
addresses on earth. But, since Helsinki is pretty far off the geostationary orbit of
the earth (i.e.the equator), it will be more difficult to ”park” a satellite over
Helsinki than by the equator.
In any case, I’m planning to implant similar sized, cross-shaped silver mirrors
lying on the ground as public statues or conceptual installations in some
strategical spots of Helsinki. To function as ”targets” for the light monument from
space, when it is working and the sky is clear. Obviously, the planned
”Guggenheim site” in Helsinki harbor being one of the locations.
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Aalto University is at the moment participating in satellite projects, and there are
as well many Finnish businesses operating in the space technology field.
This project would need a serious budget and long-term schedule, and many
partners and sponsors from all possible fields. Most likely the same satellite
would be used also to other purposes than just the light reflection. Or is it a
system of satellites & mirrors? This remains to be seen.
The photos used for the Photoshop sketches are used with permission and
under Creative Commons license by photographer Rémi Lanvin, they need to be
cleared before publishing in any larger scale.
The photos below and the satellite graphics in the layout are just found on the
net, from Nasa, Jaxa and Wikipedia.

